
Bad Day Kit – One sheet of 8 ½ X 11 will make one 
Pictures I took do not show the hole cut out. 
1) 4 ½ X 11 
Score at 10 ½ on long side (to make a ½’ score) 
Flip to other end of long side (½’ score line will be on right side of where you are 
scoring) – Score at 2 ¼, 6 3/8, and 7 7/8 
Use a 1 3/8 circle punch and punch in center of 4 ½ and between ½ score and 2 ¼ score 
lines.  Fold long end up and two shorter ends back (to fit over the top of a soda/water 
bottle) 
A rough idea of what it will look like before folding (not exact) 
   This is where 

hole will go 
 

 

 
 
2) Cut two of the following: 3 1/8 X  2 ½ 
Score ½ on each end with the 3 1/8 side up and down. 
Fold the two ½ end pieces in and glue or sticky tape (best) to inside of  the “box” to form 
the two sides. 
A rough idea of what it will look like before folding (not exact) 
Piece is 3 1/8 tall 
1/2 1 1/2 1/2 
Fold 

 
 
 

 
 



3) 3 X 4 ¾ 
Score each long side (4 ¾) at 4 1/8 and 3 ½ 
Score on short side (3) at 2 3/8 
Fold on all score lines and cut each of the long side score lines up to the score line. 
A rough idea of what it will look like before folding (not exact) 
  Do not cut on this row at all.  

 
 
 

 

  Cut all Up Down lines from bottom 
to 1st score line 

  

 
Fold all score lines to form a box without a back.  

 
 

 
 
This is glued or  Sticky Taped (best) to front of hanging box to hold additional treats, etc. 

 


